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READING EGGS CLEVER TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE 

Teachers and students can be shared to Reading Eggs in through a 3rd Party Integration such as Clever. 
If a district is Clever enabled this allows the Clever Administrators to manage users and classes outside 
of the Reading Eggs System. Use this guide to troubleshoot any issues with Clever and the connection to 
Reading Eggs. 

1. Ensure that the integration is complete within the district. Pull up the District Account in Salesforce and 
locate the “Customer Integrations” Tab for Study Island. If this shows status (8. Complete) then you can 
progress to the next step, but if it contains any other status, the clever administrator will need to work 
with the Technical Services team to ensure the data is connected appropriately. 

 

2. Locate the status of their mappings to determine if events are processing or a location needs to be 
mapped. You can find information by navigating to the district in Reading Eggs CRM. If you see ‘Yes’ next 
to Clever Reading Eggs and Clever ID associated with the school district, they are connected. Log into a 
district administrator’s account > select “Clever” on the left-hand menu. If you see a drop-down window, 
a blue sync button, or are missing the location entirely pass this over to specialists.   

 
Ask the following questions: Where are they expecting the user to be shared? Is the location synced at 
the district level? *It is helpful for a specialist to perform a district reset in the district portal for Reading 
Eggs and bring over all the current information as shared by Clever to see if this resolves the 
issue. Holding [Shift+Z] will populate the reset field that will allow you to resync the district. A reset does 
not affect any users that are already matched, it gives you an opportunity to adjust the school setup and 
ensure all users are matched appropriately. After page navigates to the sync field where data is 
processing next to their respective locations a page refresh (F5) will allow you to see all completed fields. 
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After you’ve reset the district you can map a user to their profile respectively and find any unmatched 
users. It is imperative that you select {[Sync Schools]} or the setup is incomplete, and you will not be able 
to complete this unless you have 3 columns of green arrows for all locations. 

 
If a location doesn’t exist within Reading Eggs District you’ll want to verify the location is shared from 
Clever. If the school exists in Reading Eggs but is not assigned to the district you can add the district in 
the Reading Eggs CRM. In the School District CRM you will find a section to add a School Code which 
will move the school to the District and allow you to login as the District Coordinator to sync the location. 
This takes some time, but a refresh should pull over the appropriate data. 
 

 
 

3. Locate the user within the Reading Eggs account. I find the easiest method is to search for the user at 
the respective location by first and last name. It’s helpful to identify the error they are reporting.  Is the 
user at the correct location? Is the user listed as deactivated?  
 
If a teacher is not mapping, see if you can locate the teacher’s email address by searching for it under the 
Teacher section in the Reading Eggs CRM. If you find an email address is taken, you can transfer this 
user to the location that is syncing within Clever and then login to the district Admin to update the profile. 
If not, you can email support@readingeggs.com to have the email removed from the parent trial. 
 
4. Searching for the information within Clever will allow you to confirm if the District is sharing the 
appropriate information to Reading Eggs. If the user isn’t in Clever, they will need to work within Clever 
Support to ensure they user is added and shared respectively. Are they assigned to a class in Clever? 
If the user isn’t assigned to a class in Clever, the user may not be assigned to one in Reading Eggs which 
results in an unusable login. The data typically takes 24 hours to share a learner to a respective class. 
You can go to Clever.com > Login as Application Partner > Select Edmentum – ReadingEggs > Search 
for the District Name > Select Sharing > Add Filter > Enter a Value and search for the field. 
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You can even Try to login as a user to see if they receive an access expired message or if they connection 
is successful. If they are unable to navigate using the “Log in as Their Name” then you may have to verify 
that user is mapped to the appropriate location within the district Mapping. 
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*It 
is important to note that users in Reading Eggs that have a connection with clever will not be able to 
manage students. They will not be able to move students from one class to another, edit a student’s or 
their credentials, add/remove a student, or edit/add/remove a class. They can, however, print login 
cards/certificates/parent letters, edit progress, turn on/off games, and view reports. 
 

RECAP (TIER 1 Documentation) 

Things to note about the Reading Eggs - Clever Integration 

 When troubleshooting Reading Eggs Clever issues, you will need to work with an individual who 
has access to both a Reading Eggs District Admin account AND the Clever Admin Dashboard. 

 Once integrated, the school will no longer have access to manage students within the program. 
All changes must be made within their SIS and Clever.  

 Reading Eggs supported roles are Teacher and Student. Subscription Coordinators and District 
Administrators will be created by Customer Support and these users will log in manually through 
ReadingEggs.com with the credentials provided to them. 

 Reading Eggs does not support users in Clever who are attached to multiples schools. 
 

What to do if a school, groups or individual users cannot login to Reading Eggs via Clever? 

 

1. At the District level, verify that the integration for the Reading Eggs is complete. If it is not 
complete, please reach out to the Specialist team for further assistance. Depending on the status 
of the CIO, the specialist may take over the case/call or work with the correct teams to integrate 
the customer. 
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2. If the integration is complete and entire school is unable to log in via Clever, log in under a District 
administrator account via the Reading Eggs CRM to verify the school is mapped. If the school is 
not mapped, please walk the District Admin through where the mapping section is located. It will 
be under Clever in their District Admin account. Select “School Setup” to the right of the shared 
location. (You may have to perform a reset which will require holding Shift+Z in order to see the 
reset button.) You will then run through the sync with the customer. They will be matching 
students and teachers. (Note: You can reach out to the Specialist team if you do not feel 
comfortable walking the customer through the Mapping process). 

 
3. If an individual user cannot log in, move forward with the troubleshooting steps below. 
4. Locate their account by navigating to Manage Students in the District Account. Search by 

first/last name. Once you locate the user find what class and/or school they are attached to. If 
you don’t see the user go to step 10. 

5. Once you have located the user in Reading Eggs, log into the Clever Dashboard. Locate the 
district by going to Clever.com > Select application partner and enter your credentials. You will 
make sure the banner at the top shows “Edmentum - Reading Eggs. 

 
6. Use the search box to locate the district and click on the school name.  
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7. Click on Sharing> Locate the user’s role and click on the magnifying glass icon to search. 

 
8. Add a filter to search for the student by first or last name. Once you select the name, all the users 

matching the filter will be listed at the bottom of the page. Locate the correct user and click on 
their name in blue. 

 
9. Click on the “Log in As” at the top of the page in blue to verify that you are also unable to log in. 

Try to login as a user to see if they receive an access expired message or if they connection is 
successful. If they are unable to navigate using the “Log in as Their Name” then you can loop in 
the specialists. If you can log in as the user, you can treat this as a troubleshooting case as there 
is something that is not allowing them to move forward on their end. If you can replicate being 
unable to log in, you can move on to the next steps.  

 
10. If the user is not listed in clever, then they will not appear in Reading Eggs. If they are a student 

and not assigned to a class in Clever or Reading Eggs they will receive an access expired 
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message. If you are working with a teacher search their email address in the Reading Eggs CRM. 
If you locate this users email at a different location that the location they are attempting to sync 
via clever, transfer this teacher account to the correct location and then reset the district. 

11. Verify that the user's information matches what is listed in Reading Eggs. For example, if the 
student is attached to multiple schools, they will be unable to log in. The school would need to 
work with Clever Support so that the student only shows at one location. 

12. Finally, when all schools finished a setup, you should have all green check marks. Your students 
should fit under capacity and then you can apply the “Sync Schools” button. All the work you’ve 
done is incomplete until this button is pressed. If you  

 
13. If the sync does not resolve the user’s issue, please reach out to the Specialist team for further 

assistance. Please have a case number set up and all the user’s information available to 
smoothly transition the customer. 

 


